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"Theology of Religions: A Hindu Philosophical Perspective", in "Journal of the Henry Martyn Institute", vol. 19, n. 2: "Papers from Pedagogical Institute, November, 1999" (2000): 7186. Save to Library. Download.Â This article explores the theology of religions as a framework for a Christian comparative religions. It focuses on the role of the doctrine of God in
such a framework and compares the work of Edmond La Beaume Cherbonnier with that of more.Â From an exegetical and biblical-theological perspective this article demonstrates
that in order to fit Jesus into his Zen-Christian theological program, Habito must divorce Jesus from his theological, linguistic, and historical context. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE.
Introduction. It may sound absurd to state that the study of religion when taken distinctively from the. philosophy of religion and theology is not really concerned with the religious truth
expressed by. the religion studied. The study of religion is not aimed at â€œdeciding whether there is a God or.Â one of these methods known as phenomenological approach to the
study of religion to ascertain. the origin and development of the method and its application. Phenomenological study of.Â Immanuel Kant, who was a contemporary of Lambert, also
used the term twice wherein. he laid the foundation for its development â€œwhen he distinguished things as they appear to us. (which he called phenomena) from things as they
really are (which he called noumena)â€. Follow- ing an introduction, part 1 offers biblical perspectives on a theology of reli- gions in four chapters. Part 2 traces historical
developments of the church as it has wrestled with a theology of religions. In six chapters he moves from the early church fathers to the twentieth century. In parts 3 and 4, Krkkinen
sur- veys the current scene.Â This book has all the hallmarks that have become characteristic of his workgood compact summaries, lucid writing, comprehensive scope, ecumenical
tone, and fair treatment. This most recent book is a welcome addition and will be valuable in helping to get hold of the complex discussion taking place today.

